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In a previous investigation we studied some asymptotic properties of the sample
mean location on submanifolds of Euclidean space. The sample mean location
generalizes least squares statistics to smooth compact submanifolds of Euclidean
space.
In this paper these properties are put into use. Tests for hypotheses about mean
location are constructed and confidence regions for mean location are indicated.
We study the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic. The problem of comparing
mean locations for two samples is analyzed.
Special attention is paid to observations on Stiefel manifolds including the
orthogonal group O( p) and spheres Sk&1, and special orthogonal groups SO( p).
The results also are illustrated with our experience with simulations.  1998
Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be random variable with values in a C-smooth m-dimensional
compact manifold M/Rk. The concept of mean location as a point on the
manifold minimizing mean square distance to X is the natural generaliza-
tion of expectation vector in Rk, more explicitly, mean location has been
defined in Hendriks, Janssen and Ruymgaart (1992) (see also Hendriks
(1991)) as
+=argmin
x # M
E(&X&x&2). (1)
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Given n independent copies X1 , ..., Xn of X, the sample (or empirical) mean
location is similarly defined as
+n=argmin
x # M
1
n
:
n
i=1
&Xi&x&2. (2)
If M=Sk&1, the unit sphere in Rk, the minimization in (1) and (2) can
easily be carried out. Let E(X) be the ordinary population mean or expec-
tation vector; then we have
+=
E(X)
&E(X )&
, provided that E(X){0.
Similarly, let X n be the ordinary sample mean vector; then we have
+n=
X n
&X n &
, provided that X n{0,
so + and +n correspond to mean direction and sample mean direction,
respectively. Mean direction has been studied in Mardia (1975a), Watson
(1983a), Fisher, Lewis, Embleton (1987) and others. In Hendriks, Landsman
and Ruymgaart (1996) the asymptotic behavior of sample mean direction
was considered without any restrictions on rotational symmetry for the
underlying distribution of X. Under the assumptions, that E(X){0 and
the covariance matrix Var(X) of X is positive-definite, it was shown that
the n12-normalized difference between sample mean location and mean
location, n12(+n&+), has a degenerate normal limiting distribution
N(0, 73  ) with support on the tangent space to the sphere at the point +,
where 73  is a degenerate covariance matrix of rank k&1. Further investiga-
tion unveiled that its normal component Nn has order OP(n&1) and that
&2nNn has a /2-type limiting distribution which is the weighted sum of
independent /21 variables.
In Hendriks and Landsman (1996a) it was shown that analogous results
remain true for arbitrary smooth submanifolds of Euclidean spaces. It
requires the introduction of some differential geometric notions, namely
cut-locus and Weingarten mapping. If a random variable X has values in the
sphere Sk&1, mean location + is uniquely defined for any a=E(X), except
a=0. For other manifolds under consideration, there exists a (possibly non
finite) set of such exceptional points, named cut-locus by Thom (1972). The
exact definitions and some more details will be given in Section 2. Under
the assumptions that E(X) is not in the cut-locus, and Var(X) is positive-
definite, it was shown that for samples with mean value X n , lying outside
the cut-locus, +n is uniquely defined and n12(+n&+) is asymptotically
degenerate normally distributed N(0, 73  ); the degeneracy is such that the
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limiting distribution is supported by the tangent space T+M to the manifold
M at the point +. The degenerate covariance matrix 73  now has rank m,
being the dimension of M and may be obtained in terms of the population
covariance matrix 73 and the Weingarten mapping. The projection of the
vector (+n&+) to any unit normal vector v+ , vT+(+n&+), was shown to be
of order OP(n&1), and 2nvT+(+n&+) is asymptotically distributed as a linear
combination of m independent /21 variables.
These results enable the construction in Section 3 of nonparametric
asymptotic tests for the hypothesis H0 that the population mean location
equals + and of confidence regions for +. In their construction, we use the
addition of a desingularizing term to 73  as announced in Hendriks and
Landsman (1996b). This term is supported by the normal space N+M of
vectors orthogonal to the tangent space T+M, and together with 73  leads
to a nonsingular form. Its influence is asymptotically negligeable since the
orthogonal component of +n&+ is of order 0P(n&1). It not only allows
avoiding the somewhat inconvenient MoorePenrose inversion, but enables
to test H0 : +=+0 consistently against +-alternatives H1 : +=+1 for which
+1&+0 is orthogonal to the tangent space at +0 . Moreover this term leads
to ellipsoidal (rather than cylindrical) confidence regions for +. In two-sample
testing this modification plays an even more essential role in circumventing
problems due to discontinuity of MoorePenrose inversion.
Section 4 is devoted to illustrating our result for some special manifolds:
Stiefel manifolds Vp, r , r p, and special orthogonal groups SO( p). Stiefel
manifold, being the manifold of orthonormal r-frames in p dimensions
(Downs (1972)) is most important. Special attention was paid to the cases
of spheres Sk&1=Vk, 1 , and orthogonal groups O( p)=Vp, p .
Section 5 is devoted to the two sample problem, that is, to testing for the
significance of the difference between the sample mean locations of two
samples from possibly different probability distributions.
In Section 6 we report on our experience in simulations of our statistics
for a submodel of the von MisesFisher distributions on Stiefel manifold
V3, 2 . They show in this case that the theoretical asymptotic results and the
simulated results are very close, already for moderate sample sizes, much
as like Student distribution converges to normal distribution for increasing
number of degrees of freedom.
Examples of observations on manifolds are arising in many problems (see
Mardia (1975a), Jupp and Mardia (1979). Mardia (1988)). In vector-
cardiography and astronomy one comes across observations on Stiefel
manifolds V3, 2 . The orientation of so-called vectorcardiogram QRS loop
(Downs (1972), Mardia and Khatri (1977), Khatri and Mardia (1977),
Prentice (1986), Prentice (1989)) and the orientation of a comet’s orbit
(Mardia (1975b), Jupp and Mardia (1979)) can be specified by elements
of V3, 2 .
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2. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE SAMPLE MEAN LOCATION
Recall, the cut-locus of M is the set C of points y # Rk for which the function
Ly : M  R: x [ &x& y&2 does not have a unique minimum or attains its
minimum in a point x, which is a degenerate critical point of the function Ly .
A point x is a critical point of the function f on the submanifold M if in local
coordinates u1, ..., um on M, (fu j)|x=0. Further x is a degenerate critical
point if, moreover, the matrix of second derivatives ((2fui u j)|x)mi, j=1 is a
singular matrix. Denote by U=Rk"C. Then from Hendriks (1990, 1992), C
is nowhere dense and +k(C)=0, where +k denotes Lebesgue measure in Rk,
and the nearest-point mapping 8: U  M, defined as
8( y)=argmin
x # M
Ly(x),
is C-differentiable on U. For definiteness, we extend 8 arbitrarily to a
measurable mapping defined on Rk, such that (if possible) Ly assumes its
minimum value at 8( y).
Let a=E(X) and X n=n&1 ni=1 Xi be the ordinary mean and sample
mean vectors. The mean location + and the sample mean location +n are
defined as follows
+=8(a), if a # U; +n=8(X n), if X n # U.
In the sequel it is supposed that a # U. Let +=8(a). Denote by T+M the
tangent space to the manifold M at the point + # M. In the usual way we will
consider T+M as a linear subspace of T+Rk and we will identify T+Rk with
Rk, using the structure of Rk as a vector space. Let N+M/Rk be
the vector space of vectors orthogonal to T+M. Notice that a&+ # N+ M. See
Fig. 1.
We will need to study the Jacobian of the function 8 at the point a,
8$a : TaRk  T+M. Recall that any normal vector v+ # N+M determines a
linear map, the Weingarten mapping (Kobayashi and Nomizu (1969), p. 15)
given by
Av+ : T+M  T+M: Av+ (w+)=&tan+(Dw+ (v)),
where v: M  Rk is any smooth mapping such that v(:) # N:M, for all
: # M, and such that v(+)=v+ . Dw+( } ) denotes coordinate wise differentia-
tion with respect to the direction w+ # T+ M, and tan+( } ) denotes the
orthogonal projection onto T+M. Both tan+ and the Weingarten mapping
Av+ are self adjoint (symmetric) with respect to the Euclidean inner
product. Let Id+ stand for the identity mapping of T+M and Ek stand for
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FIG. 1. Mean location and sample mean location.
the identity mapping of Rk. The next lemma explains the relevance of the
Weingarten mapping. It appears as a partial result, Eq. (6), in the proof of
Theorem 1 of Hendriks and Landsman (1996a).
Lemma 1. Let a # U, and +=8(a). Then Id+&Aa&+ : T+ M  T+M is
non singular. Let B+=(Id+&Aa&+)&1, then
8$a=B+ tan+=(Id+&Aa&+)&1 tan+ .
The following theorems describe the asymptotic behavior of - n (+n&+)
and its projection on a normal vector v+ # N+(M) and were proved in
Hendriks and Landsman (1996a). Let 73 denote the covariance matrix of X,
and let
73  =(B+ tan+) 73 (B+ tan+)T
Theorem 1. Suppose EX # U and 73 positive-definite. For n  ,
- n (+n&+) converges in distribution to the degenerate Gaussian distribution
N(0, 73  ), with covariance matrix 73  of rank m. The support of this distribu-
tion equals the tangent space T+M.
Theorem 2. Suppose EX # U and 73 positive-definite. Then the random
variable 2nvT+(+n&+) asymptotically has the same distribution as a linear
combination of the squares of m independent standard normally distributed
random variables !1 , ..., !m . The sign of each coefficient of !2j , j=1, ..., m,
corresponds to the sign of a nonzero eigenvalue of Av+ .
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3. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE MEAN LOCATION TEST STATISTIC
AND CONFIDENCE REGIONS
Given a sample X1 , X2 , ..., Xn of iid random variables one may consider
the sample Weingarten mapping AX n&+n associated with the normal vector
X n&+n # N+n M and the related mapping Gn=(Id+n&AX n&+n) tan+n+
(Ek&tan+n)=Ek&AX n&+n tan+n . The linear map Gn : R
k  Rk is non singular
if X n # U, and it is self adjoint.
Lemma 2. Suppose a=E(X) # U. Then for n  , Gn w
P Ga=
(Id+&Aa&+) tan++(Ek&tan+) as a sequence in the vector space of
k_k-matrices which can be identified with Rk2.
Lemma 2 follows from well-known theorems for convergence in prob-
ability (see, for example, Fuller (1976), Ch. 5.1). In particular X n w
P a, and
since 8 is continuous at a, +n w
P +. Moreover the Weingarten mapping Av+
depends continuously on the parameter v+ (and +).
Let Vn=n&1 ni=1 (Xi&X n)(Xi&X n)
T be the sample covariance matrix,
and let V n=tan+n Vn(tan+n)
T+(Ek&tan+n). Consider the test statistics
Mn=- n Gn(+n&+), Tn=V &12n Mn .
Here V &12n is understood, to be the symmetric positive-definite square root
of the inverse of V n . More generally, if V n happens to be singular, the semi-
positive-definite square root of the MoorePenrose inverse of V n could be
chosen. Let 73 denote the covariance matrix of X, which is supposed to
be positive-definite. With probability approaching 1 for large n, Vn will be
non singular, as Vn w
P 73 . The following theorem provides a test for the
hypothesis H0 that the population mean location equals +.
Theorem 3. Suppose EX # U and 73 non singular. Suppose the hypothesis
H0 is satisfied. Then, for n  ,
1. Mn w
D N(0, 73 +), where N(0, 73 +) is the degenerate Gaussian distri-
bution with mean 0 and covariance matrix 73 +=tan+ 73 (tan+)T of rank m.
The support of N(0, 73 +) equals the tangent space T+ M.
2. Tn w
D N(0, tan+), where N(0, tan+) is the degenerate normal distri-
bution with support on T+M and covariance matrix equal to the Euclidean
inner product on T+ M (or rather on the dual vector space T*(M)).
3. T2n=T
T
n Tn=M
T
n V
&1
n Mn w
D /2m .
Notice that Statement 1 provides a test for H0 , if EX is unknown, but
known to lie in U, and 73 known. Statement 2, as well as 3, provides a test
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for H0 , if EX is unknown, but known to lie in U, and 73 unknown, but
known to be non singular.
Proof of Theorem 3. According to Theorem 1, - n (+n&+) converges
in distribution to N(0, 73  ). Since Gn converges in probability to Ga and
GaB+=Id+ , it follows that Mn=Gn(- n (+n&+)) converges in probability
to N(0, Ga73  GTa ) with covariance matrix Ga73  GTa =tan+ 73 tan+=73 + .
Moreover, Vn w
P 73 and +n wP +. Therefore V n wP 73 ++(Ek&tan+) and
Tn=V &12n Mn converges in distribution to the degenerate normal distribu-
tion with covariance matrix tan+ . The third claim follows immediately,
since tan+ is an orthogonal projection matrix of rank m. K
Statement 3 of the Theorem can be used in the construction of confidence
regions. Notice that M Tn V
&1
n Mn=n(+n&+)
T GTn V
&1
n Gn(+n&+), so that we
obtain the following
Corollary 1. Let c: be the (1&:)-quantile of the /2m -distribution.
Consider the region Sn of points + satisfying the inequality
(+n&+)T G Tn V
&1
n Gn(+n&+)c:n
then asymptotically, Sn is a (1&:)-confidence region. More precisely, if + is
the mean location, then
P[(+n&+)T G Tn V
&1
n Gn(+n&+)c: n]  1&:, as n  
Remark 1. Attention should be paid to the desingularization artifice
the addition of the (Ek&tan+n) termfor the singular matrices involved
in the definition of V n and Gn . The corresponding quadratic form GTn V
&1
n Gn
is asymptotically positive-definite, so that almost surely asymptotically the
confidence region reduces to a single point, which we consider as a
desirable property. Moreover, this term simplifies the proof of Statement 2
of Theorem 3, as MoorePenrose inversion is not a continuous opera-
tion so that the Continuous Mapping Theorem (Billingsley (1968), Ch. 1,
Theorem 5.1) cannot be used directly. It also is responsible for the consistency
of the test of H0 : +=+0 , against alternatives H1 : +=+1 such that
+1&+0 # N+M. Recall, that according to Theorem 2 the normal part of
+n&+ is of order OP(1n).
Remark 2. Notice that for von MisesFisher distributions on S k&1
and Stiefel manifolds (see Sections 4 and 6) with location parameter +,
constraint to the manifold, and fixed concentration parameter }, sample
mean location coincides with maximum likelihood estimator of +. For more
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general manifolds, von MisesFisher distributions could be defined by a family
of densities of the form
C(+, }) exp \ 12} &x&+&2+ (3)
with respect to some measure on M, not depending on +. In order to
preserve the property that sample mean location coincides with maximum
likelihood estimator of +, we need that + is the mean location of the corre-
sponding distribution. This property forces the derivatives of C(+, }) with
respect to vectors tangent to M at + to be zero for any + # M, that means
+ [ C(+, }) is (locally) constant. Those families we will call generalized
von MisesFisher. Notice that the former definition of von MisesFisher
distributions is of the form (3) with respect to the Riemannian volume form.
Notice that for generalized von MisesFisher families, the test in Statement 3
of Theorem 3 is asymptotically equivalent to the corresponding likelihood
ratio test.
4. APPLICATIONS
In this section we will exhibit some important cases for which most of
the geometric ingredients are made explicit.
4.1. Stiefel Manifolds
Let Matp, r be the vector space of real p_r, r p matrices, with the inner
product (A, B)=Tr ATB, so that &A&B&2=Tr(A&B)T (A&B). This
corresponds to the Euclidean inner product with respect to the identifica-
tion Matp, r=R
pr (thus k= pr), by putting the matrix coefficients in one
column of size pr. Let Symr be the vector space of symmetric r_r matrices,
and Sym+r the subset of semi positive-definite symmetric r_r matrices. Let
Er denote the r_r unit matrix. Then M=Vp, r /Matp, r denotes the Stiefel
manifold Vp, r=[V # Matp, r | V TV=Er # Symr] whose dimension is m= pr
&r(r+1)2. M can be considered as a compact submanifold of the vector
space Matp, r given by the equation.
f (X )=X TX=Er ,
where f is considered as a mapping between vector spaces with inner
product f : Matp, r  Symr . Therefore a point in the Stiefel manifold is a
p_r matrix with orthogonal columns of Euclidean norm 1. As a particular
case Vk, 1 corresponds to the sphere Sk&1, and Vp, p equals the orthogonal
group O( p) of p_p-matrices X such that XTX=Ep .
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Recall that the Stiefel manifold M=Vp, r is a homogeneous space with
respect to the Lie group O( p) where the action is defined as the restriction
of the action by matrix multiplication
O( p)_Matp, r % ( g, X ) [ gX # Matp, r .
As a matter of fact M admits the larger symmetry group O( p)_O(r),
where the action is defined by restriction of the action
(O( p)_O(r))_Matp, r % ( g, h, X ) [ gXhT # Matp, r .
It is clear that these symmetries are in fact isometries, namely &g(x& y) hT&2
=Tr( g(x& y ) hT) T ( g(x& y ) hT)=Tr(x& y ) T (x& y )=&x& y& 2. Let
U # Matp, r , then the elements X of M for which LU (X)=&U&X&2=
(U&X, U&X) is minimal are characterized by the condition that U=Xc
where c # Sym+r is the (semi) positive-definite symmetric square root of U
TU.
X is uniquely defined if c is non singular, thus if U is of rank r. And in that
case X is a non degenerate critical point of the function LU : M  R. If U
is of rank less than r, uniqueness of X fails as there is a 1-1 correspondence
between isometric (injective) mappings Y: Ker U  (Im U)= and solutions
V to the equation U=Vc, given by Y=V|ker U . So the cut-locus C consists
exactly of the p_r-matrices U which are not of maximal rank, r. The
nearest-point mapping 8: Matp, r"C  M will be given by
8(U )=U(U TU )&12, for U  C. (4)
Notice that the linear mapping Df |X : Matp, r  Symr is given by Df |X (H)
=HTX+XTH and that its transpose (or rather adjoint with respect to the
inner products) (Df |X)T: Symr  Matp, r is given by (Df |X)T (c)=2Xc. So,
for + # M, we have Df |+(Df |+)T (c)=4c. The orthogonal projection on the
tangent space T+(M) will be given by
tan+(U )=U&(Df |+)T (Df | + (Df | +)T )&1 Df |+ (U)=U& 12 +[+
TU+UT+].
For + # M a normal vector n+ # N+(M)/Matp, r must lie in the range of
(Df |+)T, so that n+=(Df |+)T (s)=2+s for some s # Symr . Thus 2s=+Tn+
and therefore +Tn+ is symmetric and n+=+[+Tn+]. Since T+(M) is precisely
the orthogonal complement, it consists of the matrices W # Matp, r for
which +TW is skew-symmetric. To calculate the Weingarten mapping at the
point + in the normal direction n+ , notice that n+ is extended to a field
of normal vectors on M by n:=:[+Tn+], : # M. And the Weingarten
mapping is defined as the mapping An+ : T+(M)  T+(M) with An+(W)=
&tan+(DW (n))=&tan+(W+Tn+). Therefore for W # T+(M),
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An+ (W)=&W+
Tn++ 12 +[+
T W+Tn++nT+ +W
T+]
=&12 [Ep&++
T ] WnT+ +&
1
2[Wn
T
+ &n+W
T ]+
=&W+Tn+& 12+W
Tn++ 12 n+W
T+.
Remark 3. Let M=O( p) be the set of orthogonal matrices. It coincides
with the Stiefel manifold Vp, p . Then ++T=Ep and An+ may be simplified
slightly (cf. Hendriks and Landsman (1996a), Example ii)
An+ (W)=&
1
2 [Wn
T
+ &n+W
T ]+=&12W+
Tn+& 12n+ +
TW, W # T+(M).
Remark 4. Let M=Sk&1 be the unit sphere in Rk. It is a special case
of Stiefel manifold Vk, 1 . In this case C=[0], U=Rk"[0] and 8(a)=
a&a& for a # U. Let a # U be the population mean then +=a&a&, +n=
X n &X n &, tan+n=Ek&+n +
T
n , and Gn=&X n& tan+n++n+
T
n . See Hendriks
and Landsman (1996a, 1996b).
4.2. Special Orthogonal Groups M=SO( p)
The discussion differs from the one on Stiefel manifolds only in the deter-
mination of the cut-locus and a necessary modification to the nearest-point
mapping 8. Let U # Matp, p , then the elements X of M for which LU (X)=
&U&X&2=(U&X, U&X) is stationary are characterized by the condition
that U=Xc where c # Symp is a symmetric square root of UTU. In order
to have minimal distance, we need the square root with largest trace. This
means that if det(U)>0, we can use the positive-definite root. If det(U)<0,
we must allow a negative root of the smallest eigenvalue of UTU, which
will give rise to non uniqueness if the smallest eigenvalue has multiplicity
greater than 1. In the same vein, if det(U)=0 and the eigenvalue 0 has
multiplicity greater than 1 then X is not unique. But if 0 is a simple eigen-
value of UTU the condition that det(X)=1 determines a single solution.
Moreover one can prove that if det(U)>0 or both det(U)0 and the
lowest eigenvalue of UTU is simple, the minimum X is non degenerate.
Therefore the cut-locus C is the set of p_p matrices U such that det(U)0
and the lowest eigenvalue of UTU is not simple.
5. TWO SAMPLE PROBLEM
In the problem of testing for the equality of two mean locations on a
manifold for two samples of observations on the manifold, we have to face
an important complication in comparison with observations on Rk: under
the hypothesis that the two samples have the same mean location +, the
limit distribution of - n times the difference of the sample mean locations
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has its support on the tangent space at the common mean location and
consequently still depends on the value of the mean location. For M=Rk
such a limit distribution doesn’t depend on the value of +. Moreover, we
are confronted with the fact that the usual treatment of the two sample
procedure in the literature is not conclusive, even for observations in R.
Namely, the usual proof of the weak convergence claim
\s
2
1
n1
+
s22
n2+
&12
(X 1&X 2) w
D
N(0, 1), min(n1 , n2)  ,
where X i , s2i are sample mean and variance of the sample of size ni , i=1, 2,
actually refers to the well-known Slutsky theorem (see, for example, Bickel
and Doksum (1977), Section 6.4.B, 6.4.C, A.14.9), which is bothersome in
the case of unequal variances for unspecified limit behavior of n1 and n2 .
This is the reason for us to give a more detailed treatment.
Let
Xi, 1 , ..., Xi, ni , i=1, 2,
be independent samples on M with expectation points ai=EXi, 1 , co-
variance matrices 73 i and mean locations +i , and suppose ai # U and 73 i is
non singular, i=1, 2.
Denote by Gi=Gai , Bi=Bi, +i=(Id+i&Aai&+i)
&1 and 73  i=Bi tan+i 73 i
_tan+i B
T
i +(Ek&tan+i), V i=tan+i 73 i tan+i+(Ek&tan+i). In particular
V i=Gi73  iG i . Let us introduce the sample statistics, for i=1, 2, the sample
means X i=X i, ni=n
&1
i 
ni
j=1 Xi, j , the sample mean locations +i, ni and the
sample variances Vi, ni=n
&1
i 
ni
j=1 (Xi, j&X ni)(Xi, j&X ni)
T. Set Gi, ni=(Id+i, ni
&AX ni&+i, ni) tan+i, ni+(Ek&tan+i, ni), Bi, ni=Bi, +i, ni=(Id+i, ni&AX i, ni&+i, ni)
&1,
V i, ni=tan+i, ni Vi, ni tan
T
+i, ni
+(Ek&tan+i, ni), S
2
i =Bi, ni tan+i, ni Vi, ni tan
T
+i, ni
BTi, ni+
(Ek&tan+i, ni ). In particular V i, ni=Gi, ni S
2
i Gi, ni . Notice that all the map-
pings are symmetric. Moreover the mappings Gi and Bi are invertible and
the matrices of 73  i and V i are positive-definite. In Theorem 4 we see that,
with probability approaching 1 for large n, these properties also will hold
for Gi, ni , Bi, ni and S
2
i and V i, ni .
The following theorem provides a test for the hypothesis H0 : +1=+2 .
Theorem 4. Suppose a i # U, and 73 i is positive-definite, i=1, 2, and
+1=+2 . Then
1. Tn1 , n2=(S
2
1n1+S
2
2n2)
&12 (+1, n1&+2, n2) w
D N(0, tan+), as min(ni)
 , where +=+1=+2 ,
2. T 2n1 , n2=(+1, n1&+2, n2)
T (S 21n1+S
2
2 n2)
&1 (+1, n1&+2, n2) w
D /2m , as
min(ni)  .
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Notice that the statistics T 2n1 , n2 and their limit distribution do not depend
on +.
Remark 5. This time the (Ek&tan+i, ni)-terms play a more essential role,
namely in avoiding the otherwise cumbersome MoorePenrose inverse of
(S 21 n1+S
2
2n2), since then S
2
1 n1 and S
2
2 n2 would be supported by
different tangent spaces and their sum could have rank larger than m.
Remark 6. Statistics given in Theorem 3, Statement 3 and Theorem 4,
Statement 2, in case 73 1=73 2 , is a generalization of Hotelling’s T 2-statistics
for multivariate normal distributions in Rk (see Muirhead (1982), Section 6.3).
For 73 1 {73 2 our statistics are closer in spirit to the statistics used in
Welch’s treatment of the BehrensFisher problem (see Bickel and Doksum
(1977), Section 6.4.C), rather than to Scheffe ’s treatment. Notice that if it
is known that 73 1=73 2 , for generalized von MisesFisher distributions our
test is asymptotically equivalent to the corresponding likelihood ratio test.
In Bickel and Doksum it is pointed out that likelihood ratio procedure
‘‘can unfortunately be very misleading if’’ 73 1 {73 2 , whereas ‘‘Welch’s solu-
tion works whether the variances are equal of not.’’
Proof of Theorem 4. From well-known theorems for convergence in
probability (see, for example, Fuller (1976), Ch. 5.1) follows S 2i w
P 73 i ,
Gi, ni w
P Gi , V i, ni w
P V i , as n i  . And according to Theorem 3,
Statement 2 we have T (i)ni =- n i V
&12
i, ni
G i, ni (+ i, ni&+ i) w
D N(0, tan+i),
as ni  . By straightforward calculations we obtain, with cn1 , n2=
- (1n1)(1n1+1n2),
Tn1 , n2=(c
2
n1 , n2
S 21+(1&c
2
n1 , n2
) S 22)
&12
_[cn1 , n2 G
&1
1, n1
V 121, n1 T
(1)
n1
&(1&c2n1 , n2 )
12 G &12, n2V
12
2, n2
T (2)n2 ]. (5)
We will show that for any collection of numbers 0cn1 , n21
T n1 , n2 w
D
N(0, tan+), as min(n1 , n2)  . (6)
Lemma 3. Suppose given a directed1 set A and a collection of random
variables [X:]: # A with values in 00 . Suppose given some compact set K, and
a measurable function g: K_00  0 and a probability distribution Q on
(0, I), I is a _-field in 0, with the property that for any convergent
sequence in K, cm  c, as m   and increasing sequence :m # A we have
g(cm , X:m) w
D Q. Then for any [c:]: # A in K, we have g(c: , X:) w
D Q.
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Proof. Suppose given c: and some bounded continuous function f such
that E( f (g(c: , X:))) does not converge to EQ( f ). Then we can certainly
find an increasing subsequence :m for which E( f (g(c:m , X:m))) either con-
verges to some other value than EQ( f ) or diverges to  or &. But from
the compactness of K we could find a convergent subsequence of the c:m ,
and this would have exactly the same property. But this would contradict
the hypothesis. K
Let us apply this Lemma in the proof of Theorem 4. Let A correspond
to the set [1, 2, 3, ...]_[1, 2, 3, ...], directed for example in the following
way (n1 , n2)(m1 , m2) if n1m1 and n2m2 and let Xn1 , n2=(S
2
1 , S
2
2 ,
G1, n1 , G2, n2 , V 1, n1 , V 2, n2 , T
(1)
n1
, T (2)n2 ). Let K=[0, 1] and
g(c, Xn1 , n2 )=(c
2S 21+(1&c
2) S 22)
&12
_[cG&11, n1 V
12
1, n1
T (1)n1 &(1&c
2)12 G&12, n2 V
12
2, n2
T (2)n2 ]
Then
g(cn1 , n2 , Xn1 , n2 )=Tn1 , n2=\S
2
1
n1
+
S 22
n2+
&12
(+1, n1&+2, n2 ).
From well known theorems on convergence in distribution (see, for example,
Fuller (1976), Theorems 5.2.5, 5.2.6) it follows that for c~ n1 , n2 such that
c~ n1 , n2  c for min(n1 , n2)  ,
(c~ n1 , n2 , Xn1 , n2 ) w
D c_73  1_73  _G1_G2_V 1_V 2
_N(0, tan+)_N(0, tan+)
(The c~ n1 , n2 being considered as deterministic random variables). Then, g
being continuous along the support of the limit distribution and 73  1 and 73  2
positive-definite, we obtain as a consequence of the Continuous Mapping
Theorem (see Bilingsley (1968), Ch. 1, Theorem 5.1.).
g(c~ n1 , n2 , Xn1 , n2 ) w
D (c273  1+(1&c2) 73 2)&12
_(cG&11 V
12
1 Z1&- 1&c2 G&12 V 122 Z2), (7)
where Z1 and Z2 are independent, identically N(0, tan+) distributed.
Notice that Z=(cG&11 V
12
1 Z1&- 1&c2 G&12 V 122 Z2) is normally distri-
buted with mean 0 and covariance matrix
EZZT=c2G&11 V
12
1 tan+ V
12
1 G
&1
1 +(1&c
2) G&12 V
12
2 tan+ V
12
2 G
&1
2
=c273  1 tan++(1&c2) 73 2 tan+ .
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The last equality holds because tan+ commutes with the matrices V i , Gi
and 73  i=G&1i V iG&1i . The limit statistic in (7) is also normally distributed
with covariance matrix
E[(c273  1+(1&c2) 73  2)&12 ZZT (c273  1+(1&c2) 73 2)&12]
=(c273  1+(1&c2)73  2)&12 (c273  1 tan++(1&c2) 73  2 tan+)
_(c273  1+(1&c2)73  2)&12=tan+ (8)
Thus the underlying distribution Q in the Lemma corresponds to N(0, tan+).
From the Lemma it follows that
Tn1 , n2=g(cn1 , n2 , Xn1 , n2 ) w
D
N(0, tan+),
for any cn1 , n2 as min(n1 , n2)  . Thus Statement 1 of the Theorem is
proved. Statement 2 follows from Statement 1. K
6. EXPERIENCE WITH SIMULATIONS
In this section we report on our experience with simulation of observa-
tions on Stiefel manifold V3, 2 (Section 4.1). We used observations from the
model with densities f+, } with respect to the uniform distribution on V3, 2 ,
where
f+, }(X )=C} exp(&} Tr(X&+)T (X&+))=C$} etr(2}+TX ),
+ # V3, 2 , }>0,
C} and C$} being a normalizing constant. The parameters + and } are the
mean location and the concentration parameter, respectively. This model is
a submodel of the von MisesFisher model (Khatri and Mardia (1977)).
We were interested in the performance of our /2-type procedures in the
one-sample and two-sample cases. In spite of the seeming complexity in the
formulation of the procedures everything can be implemented easily and
performs well. We would like to indicate the three non-obvious steps one
has to go through: simulation of uniform distribution on Stiefel manifold,
simulation of von MisesFisher distribution on Stiefel manifold and program-
ming 8 according to Eq. (4) involving the inverse of the square root of
positive-definite matrices.
The method for generating uniform variates on Stiefel manifolds is to
characterize it as the distribution which is invariant under the left action
by O( p). This property is shared by the multivariate standard normal
distributions on Mat3, 2 and preserved by the mapping 8 (cf. Chikuse
(1990), James (1954), Watson (1983b)).
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The von MisesFisher distribution can be simulated by the acceptance-
rejection (AR) method (see Best and Fisher (1979), Johnson (1987), Jupp
and Mardia (1989) and others). Let us notice that the efficient method
given in Best and Fisher (1979) is not applicable in our case, mainly
because of the lack of symmetry for the von MisesFisher distributions. No
attempt has been made on improving the AR-method in speed.
The programming can be done in packages like MATLAB, where many
operations needed are built in. We have tested for the /23 distribution of the
/2-type statistics of Theorem 3 (Statement 3) and Theorem 4 (Statement 4)
in the H0 -situation for the special case considered in vectorcardiography,
namely Stiefel manifold V3, 2 , where we restricted ourselves to the von
MisesFisher distribution with concentration parameter }=1 for the first
sample and }=1.25 for the second sample. We have observed that even for
sample sizes n=25, m=25 asymptotic theory for the two sample problem
is perfectly adequate.
Table I summarizes the result of 1000 repetitions of the experiment of
simulation of samples of observations on V3, 2 of size n=25, 50, 100. One
can see that the KolmogorovSmirnov statistics do not exceed the critical
950 level equal tot 1.36 if n>50 for the one sample case and if n=m25
for the two sample case. The phenomenon of better convergence to the
limit distribution in the two sample case should not be surprising, and may
be explained by the double information that is provided.
Notice that the closeness of our test statistics for the limit /2-distribu-
tions even for small sample sizes can be explained by the symmetry of the
von MisesFisher distribution, giving a higher order of convergence to zero
TABLE I
The Value of Sample Mean and Variance of /2-type Statistics from
Theorem 3(3) and Theorem 4(2) and KolmogorovSmirnov Statistic
for 1000 repetitions of the experiment
One-sample test
n 25 50 100 /23
mean 3.5515 3.3447 3.0964 3
variance 9.4978 8.9439 6.5671 6
KS 2.552 1.3640 0.7914 random
Two-sample test
n, m 25 50 100 /23
mean 3.0962 3.1369 3.0996 3
variance 7.3365 6.9178 6.3423 6
KS 0.6845 0.7511 0.8003 random
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of the remainder term in the central limit theorem. All simulations and
testing procedures2 were done using MATLAB programming language,
version 4.2c.1, running on SUN-SS10 sparcstation computers (Math
Works (1995)).
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